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Designed for frontline through to senior leaders who want to motivate their 

staff and drive not only better employee performance, but also higher levels 

of employee satisfaction and success. 

Overview 

Most leaders know that at the heart of every productive and successful business lies a thriving 

organizational culture – an environment where hard working people 

collaborate intensely and passionately to produce great results. Because this 

culture is difficult to achieve and replicate, it’s also seen as a critical lever of 

sustainable competitive advantage. Most leaders recognise “keeping 

people engaged, motivated and committed” as a critical part of their 

function. 

However, most leaders will also tell you that motivating employees and 

keeping them engaged isn’t so easy a task. Many factors influence an 

individual’s motivation ranging from day-to-day tasks, right through to 

working styles of colleagues. What is motivating for one can be de-

motivating for others.  

This program equips leaders with: 

  An in-depth understanding of employee engagement and why 

it’s important to an organisations’ performance. 

  Insight into how engaged they are personally, and what they can 

do to enhance their own engagement. 

  A tool kit, process and techniques for facilitating effective 

individual engagement reviews with staff. 

The Approach 

Utilising a personal motivation assessment and an interactive workshop format this program works with simple concepts 

which are practical and easy to apply. Participants will walk away with a post-program action learning project to ensure that 

new skills and behaviours are developed in the workplace. 
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The Importance of Facilitating Employee Motivation and Engagement 

“When employees experience individual ‘motivational fit’- that is, they do the types of things they are individually 

motivated to do; experience the type of manager, team and organisation they are motivated by, they not only 

report higher levels of engagement, they also perform better, have fewer days off, experience less stress and are 

more enjoyable to work with” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Personal Assurance 

We recognise that the success of our company is totally dependent upon the skills and enthusiasm of our people. 

We place a high priority on our ability to work effectively as a team, and to maintain total quality as learning and 

development consultants. 

 Duration  2 Days (9a.m. to 4-4.30p.m.)

 Investment  $755.00 includes Genos emotional intelligence profile

For more information or for a tailored proposal please contact TP human capital on 4772 3800 


